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Embeddings (or natural transformations) are the morphisms of 
ptykes. The embeddabil i re 1 at ion "there is a morphism from A to B" p 1 ays 
a great role in the theory of ptykes~ and this paper investigates some 
basic properties of this relation, 
(i) When there is an embedding from A to B. then there is a smallest one; 
but this does not mean that this morphism has a simple construction. The 
theory of weak morphisms of section II gives a simple inductive way of 
constructing this morphism (if it exists) or to reckognize that it does 
not exist otherwise. One utilisation of this theory can be found in 
section III, where weak morphisms are used to reduce embeddability 
problems to the denumerable case. 
(ii) When F is a sufficiently definable function from ptykes of type a to 
ptykes of type T, then it is possible to bound F by a recursive ptyx ~. 
Here the bounding is pointwise, w.r.t. the embeddability relation. In 
section III, we prove two these results, one for ~~ functions and 
denumerable arguments, other for set-recursive functions. 
(iii) The main technical tool in the functorial bounding theorems of section 
III are the amalgamation results of section I. These results enable us 
to complete certain (non directed} inductive systems of ptykes of type a • 
The completion (amalgamation) is not functorial in all the data, but enough 
functoriality is left for applications. 
(iv) The problem of embedding a family of ptykes is the following : we have 
a set X of ptykes of type a; then find a sufficiently regular family Y 
such that any element of X embeds in some element of Y. Kechris & Woodin 
1 
have embedded in [2] 1:: 1 sets of ptykes into a single. recursive one. In section IV 
we extend this result to the case where X is ~~. and Y is the set 
{Q(a);a of type k-2} generated by a recursive D of type k-2 .... a • For 
this result, we use TA-technology, which relates embeddability of A with 
embeddability of the flmctorial tree TA of descending sequences of A. 
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(v) Finany \>Je solve in an appendix a problem of Kechris : we show that 
for some recursive D. the set of ordinals D1 (w 1). where D' is embeddable 
in 0, is not denumerable. 
BACKGROUND 
some familiarity with [1] (esp. chapter XII) can be helpful. 
Recall that if we consider the finite types built from 0 (ordinals) and () 
(unit category) by means of the operations + and X, then any type is 
isomorphic to a product of connected types of the form cr + 0. Most of the 
results we consider are a1 for products if we assume them for the 
components. We recall the notations !crl ~objects of type cr (ptykes of 
type a ). I(a,b) =set of morphisms from a to b. 
There are many possible notions of recursive ptyx; here we 
shall only consider most liberal one, i.e. a ptyx is recursive when 
it is a recursive direct system of finite dim ensional ptykes. (*) 
The functor Trace is the main tool in the study of ptykes 
the trace is inductively defined as follows : 
if A is of type a • 0, then we have the norma 1 form theorem for e 1 ements 
of A(a) (a €: I a I) : z e A(a) can be written as z = (z0;a0;t;a)A; this means that 
(i) t e I(a0,a),z0 E: A(a0) and z = A(t)(z0) 
(ii) among all solutions of (i), tis chosen with rg(Tr(t)) minimal. 
We have existence and unicity for normal forms. Tr(A) is the 
set of all possible components (z0,a0) occuring in A-normal forms. When 
T e: I(A,B), Tr(T) maps Tr(A) into Tr(B) by Tr(T)(z0,a0) = (T(a0Hz0),a0). 
One of the characteristic properties of the trace is that if we know Bj 
and the subset rg(Tr(T)), then T and its source A are completely determined; 
in particular, B and Tr(T) determine T. 
The reader can also consult [5] where ptykes are viewed as 
logical structures, although the formalism of this paper has not been 
followed here. 
(*)a ptyx is finite dimensional when its dimension i.e. the cardinality 
of its trace if finite. Any ptyx is a direct limit of finite dimensional 
ptykes. 
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I. 1. definition 
Let I a non void partial order ; an inductive system 
(indexed by I) of ptykes of type cr is a family ( A1• T i j) with : 
A; ptyx of type a all 
T .. e: I(A.,A.) for an i,j e:: with ~ j, T. T .. = T. when is j s s 
1J l J JS lJ lS 
An amalgamation for (A1.Tij). is a family (A,T1) such that 
- A is a ptyx of type a 
E I Ti e: I( Ai, A) 
for an i. j €: r th ·J ~ ,)·. T .T .. '= T. 
- , J lJ l 
So an inductive system is the same thing as a direct system, except that 
we do not '!'equire J to be d{rected. It 1.,3 possible to define a concept of 
inductive Limit, but in t:he categories we are deaLing with, inductive Limits 
essentiaLLy exist I ·is directed (direct limits). This is the reason for 
const:dero<~ng amaLgamations, which ar>e non canonical ways of gluing 
togethero families of ptykes; There are .two typical questions that are con-
nected to ama~garnations : 
(i) Find reasonabLe hypotheses ensuroing the existence of an amaLgamation 
for (A .,T .. ) 
1.. 1-.J 
(ii) F-ind reasonabLe situations uJhere the amalgamations constJ:>ucted when 
Typical exampl-es of amalgamations are given by : 
-~·£.:.__~_a_m_p_l !:..S.. 
i) I is the disjoint sum of a singleton {u} and an ordinal x, and is ordered 
by u < u,i < i (i e x),u < i (i £ x). In [ 1] (chapter XII) an amalgamation 
is constructed for inductive systems indexed by such I's. Of course the construction 
depends on the ordinal of x (vJe must well I). 
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ii) I is the set of finite sequences of integers, ordered by s ~ s*s' (the 
opposite of the usual relation), and the inductive system is a recursive 
direct system of finite dimensional ptykes. In [2] a recursive amalgamation 
for such a system is constructed. Observe that the only hypothesis is that 
if one restricts oneself to any linear subset (branch) of I, then the direct 
limit l~m(A.,T .. ) exists, and this hypothesis is clearly necessary. In particu-B , , J 
lar the (non denumerable) set X consisting of all such direct limits has 
the property that any element a £ X can be embedded into our amalgamation 
A. and this is the way one proves that any r: set of denumerable ptykes 
is bounded (w.r.t. embeddability) by a recursive ptyx of the same type. 
These two examples suggest us to restrict oneseLf to optrees 
I is an optree when the opposite of I is a tree, nameLy : 
~ I has a smaLlest eLement bot(I) 
- for any i e: I, the set { j; j <:r i } is tineari Ly ordered by I, and finite. 
When i e: I, Let dpth(i) = car•d {j;j <I i} .··and when it bot(I), Let 
i * ::: sup{ j; j ~ i h' 
The amaLgamations we shaLL construct are non canonicaL ; they 
do depend on some au,xiZiar-y weUoY•dering R of III, defined as foUowa 
for' each i e: I, choose a we L Lorder Ri on the set I Ri I = {j e: I; j* = i} ; 
we define i R j to mean that either dpth(iJ < dpth(j) or dpth(i) = dpth(j) 
and i' Rk j', with k = inf(i,jJ and i',j' are defined by i'* = j'* = k, 
I.3. theorem 
If (A., T .. ) is an inductive system of ptykes of type 1.), indexed 
1 1 J 
by an optree I, and if 1im(A.,T .. ) exists for any linear subset of I. 
+ l 1 J L 
then one can define (depending on the choice of some wellorder R, defined 
as above) an amalaamation (A, T.) = amalg(A., T .. ) for (A1., T1.J.). 
-' 1 + l lJ R 
PROOF : this is by induction on the type cr; up to isomorphism, cr is a 
finite product types'. + 0, and the theorem for a product follows 
1 
from the theorem for the components : we shall therefore prove the result 
for cr = r .... 0, assumi r:~g it for the type t • 
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If a c: I ' 1. ne a set IA(a) I 
I A ( a l I "' { ( i , z l ; i e: I I I & z ::: I A; ( a ) I & ( i = bot ( I) or z i r g ( T i * i ( a l l ) 
When i e: I, define a function T1 (a) from lA; (a) I to lA( a) I by : 
T1{a)(z) = {j,z') vJhere j 2r i & z = Tji(a)(z'). Clearly Tj(arrij(a):: \(a). 
If t E I(a.b). one can define a function A(t) from IA(a)j to IA(b) I, 
by A(t) (i ,z) = (i ,A1 (t) (z)). it is easy to prove a normalform theorem 
for the points of IA(a) I, and from this it follows that our problem of amalgama-
tion reduces to the definition of we11orders A(a) on the sets IA(a)l such 
that : 
( i) T i ( a ) e: I ( Ai ( a ) , A ( a )} 
(ii) A(t) e: I(A(a),A(b)) when t e: I(a,b) 
We can define a binary (non transitive) relation B(a) on IA(a)l 
(i,z) <B(a) (j,z') iff ei 
z <A ( ) T .. (a) ( z ' ) , Then i a J1 
replace (i) by : 
(i)' A(a) extends B(a) 
. < . d T ( )( ) < ' . < . d 1 _ 1 J an i j a z A . (a) z or J -I 1 an 
J 
x <A. (a) y + T; (a)(x) <B{a) Ti (a)(y). so we can 
1 
The orders a) are defined simutaneously as follows 
if we want to compare (i,z) with (j.z'l. then we can assume that 1 j 
because when i = j, B(a) already yields a comparizon. Then by symmetry. we 
can assume that i <R j : 
either one can find b c I r I, t e: I(a,b), k <1 j, (k,z") E IA(b) I such that 
(j,A(t)(z')) <B(b) (k,z") _2A(b) (i ,A(t) (z') : in this case (j,z') <A( a) (i ,z). 
otherwise, we say that (i,z) <A(a) (j,z'). 
This is a definition transfinite induction (modulo R) : in 
order to compare (i,z) and (j,z') in A(a). we need to know how to compare 
(k,z") and (i,A(t)(z)) in ft.(b); remarking that sup(i.j) >R sup(k,i) it 
is easy to transform this definition into a definttion by transfinite 
induction. 
I.4. 1 emma 
The rel ons A(a) are strict order relations. enjoying conditions 
( i ) and ( i i ). 
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PROOF : condition (i) lds t t ' k (. \' . th t ces ~o cnec 11. Le. a 
(i.z) < (j ~•) ·• B(a) •"- (i,l} < a) (j,z'), and this property is easily esta-
blished by induction on (i,j) 
( wi = E_, z" = z', k = i) (i,z) <A() (j,z') 
a a 
if i <I j, but (.j,z') <A(a (i,z), choose b,t,z",k <I j such that 
(j,A(t)(z')) <B(b) (k,z") bJ (i,A(t)(z)); but ·j,k <I j, so they are comparable 
for ..2r• and so (k,z") (i,A(t) :z)) are comparable for _':B(b)' and by the 
induction hypothesis, the only ssibility is (k,z") ~B(b) (i,A(t)(z)). Now 
observe that ~(b) is transitive t ces : j,k,i) are pairwise 
comparable. so (J',A 1tJ'Iz'l'll li A(t)(z)) contradiction ' \ \ . (b) ' ' . • ••. ~· • 
condition (ii) holds: if (i,z) (a) (j,z'), then {i,A(t)(z)) <A(b) (j,A(t)(z')) 
by induction on sup(i,j) : 
when = j this is because the with B instead of A 
- when ~ j, the r·esult is immediate 
when j ){ i, if c,u,z",k are uch hat k <1 i and 
(i,A(u)(z)) <](c) (k,z"} 
theorem 1.3. (induction 
< (r· 1 j,A(u)(z' )), it is possible to apply the 
-I 
s) to t , as in example I.2., with x = 2 
we get d. t• c I(b, ), u' <:: I(c,d) such that t't = u'u. Then 
(i,A(t't)(z)) '](d) (k,A(u' )(z)) ~A(d) (j,A(t't)(z')) 
(using the induction hes is on ( k j) ion u ' ) 
so (i ,A(t) (z)} <A( b) (j,A(t) (z')). 
Now A(a) is obviously linear and irreflexive ; we check transitivity : 
if (i,z} ).(a) (j,z') )(a) (k~z"), we prove that (i,z) <A(a) (k,z") by 
induction (modulo R) on sup(i,j,k) : 
1 if i = j = k the problem is a problem of transitivity for B(a) ; but we 
have already observed that B(a) is transitive when i~j,k are pairwise comparable 
for ..":r· 
~ if k <R i = j, then one can b,t,z"',k' such that 
(j,A(t)(z')) < B(b) (k' ,z'") (b) (k,A(t) (z")) ; but then 
(i,A(t)(z)) <B(b'J (k',z"'), so (i,z) <"(·\ (k,z"), 
h 0./ 
3 if j,k ~ i, then for i ate b , t • z '" , k ' < R i , one has 
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( i 'A ( t )( z) ) < B (b) ( k I .z ill ) A (b) ( j. A ( t ) ( z' )) A (I>) ( k. A ( t )( z II ) ) 
(the last inequality comes from property (ii)); the induction hypothesis 
yields (k',z"') A(b) (k,A(t)(z")), so (i,z) ~(a) (k,z"), 
i there are four remaining cases, namely i <R j = k, j <R i = k, i,j <R k, 
i,k <R j : each of these cases can easily be reduced to case! or case!' 
for instance if i <R j = k, we argue by contradiction : if (i ,z) ~A( a) (k,z") 
then (k,z") .'S.A(a) (i.z), and if we apply case! to (j,z'),(k,z"),(i,z), we 
obtain (j,z') <A(a) (i,z), a contradiction. I 
L 5. lemma 
Assume that (i.z) <A(a) (j,z') and j <R i then one can find 
b, t e: I(a,b), (k,z") e: IA(b) I such that 
{i,A(t){z)) <B(b) (k,z") ~(b) (j,A(t)(z')) (1) 
and k <1 i, k 2R j. 
PROOF ; compared to the definition of <A(a)' the only difference is the 
additional requirement k ~ j; we prove the result by induction (in R) on 
sup(i,j) if (i,z) <A(a) (j,z•), then one can find k <1 i, b, t, z" such 
that (1) holds ; if k <0 j, we are. done. Otherwise, remark that 
-,, 
sup(k,j) <R sup(i,j), and the induction hypothesis yields c,u e I(b,c), 
k' <1 k, such that (k,A(u)(z")) <B(c) (k',Z 111 ) ~(<:) (j,A(ut)(z')) 
and k' ~ j. But then 
(i,A(ut){z)) <B(c) (k,A(u){z")) <B(c) (k',z 111 ) ~A(c) (j,A(ut)(z')) 
and using a transitivity argument for B(c), we see that c,ut,k',Z 111 
enjoy the property. ~ 
I. 6. 1 emma 
The relations A(a) are wellorders. 
PROOF : it is enough to check that there is no s.d.s. (strictly decreasing 
sequence) for A(a). We start with such a s.d.s. (in,tn) ; we shall successively 
show that we can assume stronger and stronger hypotheses on (in,zn) (this 
means that a subsequence of (in,zn) enjoys these. stronger properties), up 
to a contradiction : 
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a 
(i) the sequence (in) is strictly incresing for <R : by a Ramsey argument 
one can form a subsequence {jn,z~) such that one of the following holds : 
..!. jn+l Rjn for an n 
~ jn+l = j 11 for all n 
l j 11 R jn+ 1 for a 11 n 
1 is impossible because R is a wellorder 
2 is impossible because this would yield a s.d.s. of the form (i,z~) for 
B(a), and this sequence would yield a s.d.s. (z~) in A1(a). 
So the only possibi1Hy is 1_. We assume that (in9:zn) enjoys 3. 
(ii) one of the following holds 
..!. the sequence (in) is strictly increasing for <1 
2 there is an index such that for all n,m inf(i ,i ) = 
n m 
(if n # m). 
This new condition is realized as follows : we consider the points·;£ III 
such that {n;i <I in} is infinite. If the set X of these points contains 
a maximal element for <1• then a subsequence of (in,zn) enjoys ~· Otherwise 
a subsequence enjoys l· 
(iii) the possibility (iill is absurd : since the in's are pairwise comparable 
for <p our s.d.s. is a s.d.s. for B(a} ; moreover, if L = {in;n t lN} 
Lis a linear subset of III. and (in.zn) can be viewed as a s.d.s. 1n 
the direct limit lim(A.(a).T .. (a)), contradicting the assumptions. L 1 1J 
(iv) so we are in situation (ii)~; define jn by j~ = i and j~ ~I in. Then. 
we can assume that (jn) is strictly increasing (similar to restriction (i)). 
(v) Let n be an integer; define 4-tuples (bp,tp,kp,xp) such that 
bp e:! t 1. tp e: I(a,bp), xp e: IA(bp)l and when p # 0, kp< 1 in+p and 
(in+p'A(tp) (zp)) <B(b ) (kp.xp) :_-A(b ) (i 11 .A(tp)(zn)). 
p p 
For p = 0, let b0 = a, t 0 = Ea. k0 = in, x0 = zn. If (bp,tp,kp,xp) has been 
defined and kp 2l i, then the next 4-tuple is not defined; otherwise, 
we apply lemma I.5. to the inequality (in+p+l'A(tp)(zp+l)) <A(bp) (kp,xp) 
we get bp+l'up e: I{bp,bp+l), kp+l <I in+p+l and zp+l such that kp+l 2R kp 
and (in+p+l'A(uptp)(zp+l)) <B(b ) (kp+l'zp+l) 2A(b ) (kp,A(up)(zp)). 
p+ 1 p+ 1 
Then tp+l = uptp defines the next 4-tuple. 
The i nequa 1i < 
+! . R 
cannot be 
impU es (by 
i ' 
1 i es h(kp+l) < dpth(kpl ; but these depths 
+l < +l and dpth(kp) = dpth(kp+l) 
<1 i so p 
there is an integer p such that 
with n, an integer m > ns 
an object b t i , t e: I (a~ b), k < i and x such that 
(vi) using (v), we can assume t 
t 
for all n : si y iterate (v) 
(vii ) app 1 y an1a 1 on at 
such that un 
B ( c ) (the k ' ~ 
'n ~· 2.y i are 
isomorphic to a s,d.s". in 
s lemma 
I.7. remarks 
( i) H 
generally : 
the universal 
T 
we 
,xn} ~A(b ) (in,A(tn)(zn)) 
. n 
extract a subsequence. 
le I.2.i})~ to get c and u11 e: I(b11 ,c) 
(k 11 ,A(u 11 )(xn)) is a s.d.s •. for 
se comparable) ; this s.d.s. is 
t nal contradiction. I 
the theorem. 9 
·lg( .,. ) 'if Lis a linear subset (more 
- ; I j j ' 
limits. 
such that vui T. for all i E L. In particular. this shows that all 1 
the dirtect li ts al 
( .. \ 11; 
define a category I 
1ir.ear subsets of I are embeddable in A. 
gamati on ·; s 
H~ 
I 
in following sense 
ve systems") 
obt~cts : 3-tuples (I,R,( ij I is an optree, R is a linearization 
of I as considered in !.3., and (A~, .) is an inductive system of ptykes 
j J ' 
of type o, indexed 
morphisms 
h from III to IJI 
I. en 
,r. .) ) to {J.s. ( 
. 1 J .u1m)) : all injective functions 
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- h(bot(I)) = bot(J) 
- fOI' i #bot(!}, h(i*) "'h(i)* 
-; <R j + h(i) <s h(j) 
-
8h(i) = A;' Uh(i)h(j) "' Tij 
Then the amalgamation process of !.3. can be viewed as a functor ~ 
from IND0 to cr: define ~(I,R.(Ai,Tij)) = am~lg(Ai,Tij)' as in !.3. ; when 
his a moprhism from {I,R,(A;,Tij)) to (J,S,(B1,u1m)). then, up to isomorphism 
(I.R,(A1.Tij)) can be viewed as a substructure of (J.S.(B1,u1m)) ; the same 
is true for their respective amalgamations (A,T;l and (B,U1) :going back 
to the definition of Jl.(a), B(a) in I .3., we see that when l,m e: Ill, the 
way we compare (l,z) and (m,z•) only depends on the restriction of (B ,U 
. 
to £k;k ~S 1 or k ~S m} as well as the restriction of the order S to this 
set. In the case l,m e: I, we see that the data that enrble us to compare 
(l,z) with (m.z 1 ) are the same. whether we work in A(a) or in B(a). From 
this it follows that A(a) can be viewed as a substructure of B(a) (and more 
generally A of B) : there is therefore a unique morphism V e: I(A,B), 
such that VT; = Uh{i} for all i e: 19 and this morphism am~lg(J,S,(BpUlm)) is 
by defi ni ti on ¢>(h). One checks without prob 1 ems that ~ preserves direct 
limits and pull-backs. 
(iii) a more general notion·of morphism would be that of an inductive 
system of morphisms : typically in (ii) instead of Uh(i)h(j) = Tij' require 
the data of V; e: I(A;,Bh(i)) with V/ij = uh(i)h(j)Vi: amalgamation is not 
functorial w.r.t. this extende~ notion. 
(iv) amalgamation is not effective in general. However, when 
the A1's are finite dimensional. then the amalgamat~on will be effective 
in the data (i.e, III. bot(I). the function i + i* •. R, the system (A;,T;j)). 
By the functoriality remark of (ii), it suffices to show that the amalgamation 
is effective in the data when I is a finite set. 
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Let us first consider the case I=- £0.1,2! with 0< 1 1,2 , 
linearized into R by 1 <R 2. Starting with an inductive system of finite 
dimensional ptykes (Ai,Tij). we construct (A.T;) as in I.J.; A is.a finite 
dimensional ptyx (dim(A) = dim(A1) + dim(A2) - dim(A0)). and we have to indicate 
how it may be effectively computed from (A;,T;j). So take a e I •I. a finite 
dimensional, and let us see how to compare points (i,z), (j,Z 1 ) in IA(a)l 
when i and j are comparable for ~~·then (i,z) and (j.z 1 ) both belong to 
rg(T 1(a)) or to rg(T 2 (a))~ and so we already know how to compare them. So 
we are reduced to compare (l,z) with (2,z'), and by definition 
(1,z) <A(a) (2,Z 1 ) iff for some b, for some t £ I(a,b), for some Z11 £1 A0(b)l: 
A1(t)(z) <A (b) r01 (b)(z") and r02 (b){z") <A (b) A2(t)(z') 
1 2 
If we can show that we can limit our search for b,t,Z 11 to a finite 
set, then we shall get a decision procedure : first z" must have a normalform 
(:zi;a1;u;b)A, and since A0 is finite dimensional, we can successively try 
0 
all possible pairs {z;;ai) ETr(A0); so let us fix an element (zp;ap) of Tr(A0); 
then our search has been reduced to the search of b,t e I(a,b),u £ I(ap,b); 
it is easy to show that one can require Tr(b) = rg(Tr(t)) U rg(Tr(u)) ; 
but the general results of [ 1] , chapter XII, establish that the set of 
such b.t,u is finite, and effective in the data a0,a. 
More generally, we must solve the problem when I is arbitrary : · 
I has a greatest element i for <R; if i is also the grestest element for <1 
then A= A. etc. ; otherwise let J =I- {i}, S the restriction of R to J, 1 
and (A',Ti) = am~lg(Ai'Tij). We define s0 = Ai*' a1 = A•, B2 = Ai' u01 = Ti*' 
u02 = Ti*i. Then the amalgamation of (BPUlm) is exactly equal to the amalgama-
tion of (Ai,Tij), and (B1,u1m) can be effectively amalgamed : so we finally 
obtain an effective way of constructing :A by inducti9n on card( III). 
- II.1 -
I I W E A K M 0 R P H I S M S 
====================~============ 
Let A and B be ptykes of the same type cr • We are seeking an 
inductive procedure that wi 11 "decide" the existence of a morphism from 
A to B. We shall proceed by ordinal stages a , and at each stage, it wi 11 
be possible to reckognize from what has already been done that we are in 
one of the three following situations : 
! the process is not mature, i.e. go on 
~the process cannot be continued further, i.e. there is no morphism 
3 we have got the morphism 
When the type a is a product a1 X •.. X op' then the existence 
of a morphism T from A1 I ••• 9 AP to s1 H ••• B BP is equivalent to the 
existence of morphisms r1 £ UA1,B1), •• ,TP t l(AP,TPL so we can restrict 
to the case where the type a is a connected type , + 0. 
II. 1. definition 
Let A, B be ptykes of type '!' .... 0, and 1 et a £ I ' 1. A weak morphism 
from A to Bat stage a is a function h £ I(A(a),B(a)) such that : 
"if z E: A(a) ( Den 6,a(h(z))c::. DenA,a(z)) 
II.2. example 
If T € I(A,B), then T(a) is a weak morphism from A to 6 at any 
stage a. 
I I. 3. remark 
By induction on B(a) 9 it is possible to construct a weak morphism 
from A to Bat stage a, or to reckognize that there is no such object : define 
h(z) = inf {z';Den8.a(z') c OenA,a(z) & Vt (t < z .. h(t) < z')} 
If there is a weak morphism at stage a, then this formula defines the smallest 
one. If for some z, h{z) cannot be defined, then there is no weak morphism. 
~ II. 2 -
1:).~ .. ·1~ ... PTO_p_o_s_i_t_i _o_n, 
Assume t c I(a.b) and that h is a weak morphism from A to B 
at 1eve1 b; then it is ib1e to find a weak morphism k at level a such 
that the diagram 
A(a)--------~---------~B(a) 
I I 
A(t) : : B(t) 
i ~ 
A(b)---~----h----------+B(b) 
is comrilutative. Notation: k = t- 1(h). 
PROOF: if z £ A(a), \~Je define z' = k(z) by B(t)(z') = h(A(t}(z)). The 
problem is to show that this can be done. 
But Den8,b(h(A(t)(z)})c:: DenA,b(A(t)(z))c: rg(Tr(t)) 
so h(A(t)(z)) E rg(B(t)). The function k is uniquely determined and 
is order preserving. The fact that it is a weak morphism is immediate •. I 
II. 5. remark 
The concept of weak morphism corresponds to another possible 
concept of morphism of ptykes. Like natural trasformations, they can be 
restricted (if we know T(b) then we can build T(a) from any t e I(a,b) ), 
but the restriction depends on the choice oft E I(a,b). But also natural 
transformations can be extended (e.g. if A and Bare dilators. then from 
T( w). we can recover T(x) for all x), and this is not the case with weak 
morphisms. The idea of weak morphism is therefore a concept of 11 1imited 
morphism" (at stage a). 
I I. 6. theorem 
There is a natura 1 trasformati on from A to B iff for a 11 a c: I ' I 
there is a weak morphism from A to B at stage a. 
PROOF : the "only if" part of the theorem is just example II.2 •• Conversely, 
suppose that there is a \'!eak morphism at each stage a, and 1 et ha be the 
smallest one (defined by remark II.3.). If t E I{a~b), we use the notation 
ht,b to dPnote 1 r~ 1 a - 111b1 ' ,b is a weak morphism at stage a, and the questi'on 
~ II. 3 ~ 
is to compare h:'b with hu,c: when u = t't for some t' c I(b,c) then 
a a 
hu,c = t-l(t'-l(h )) > t-1( 
a b -· ) = ht,b . Futhermore, given any family (t .• b.) a 1 1 
with t; 2 I(a,bi}' one can nd (u.,c) such that u.t. =constant (amalgamation, 1 1 1 
see fro instance II.2.i) ). This establishes that the set of weak morphisms 
ht.b . t a , wnen b vary, has a greatest element h:. 
Assume that t E l(a,b); if h: = h~,a·. h~ = h~·b'. then 
~vt,b" ·r ' T(b' ) h th t ' t th 11a ; 1 w,w o:: • ,c are sue a wu = w v , en 
' t ' h: v ,c ) by maximality, similarily, hb = h~ v.c. and so h* = hwu,c (= 
a a 
h~ = t- 1(hb). This proves t the family (h~) is a natural trasformation 
from A to B (in fact the smallest one). ® 
I I. 7. remark 
We can reformulate the construction of theorem II.6. as an inductive 
process. Given any ordina1 a. , we define simultaneously a family (h~) 
of weak morphi sms from A to B at stages a. where a varies through a 11 finite 
dimensional ptykes a 
h: is the smallest weak morphism at stage a greater than all t- 1 (h~). where 
svaries through all ordinals< a, b variL~ through all finite dimensional 
objects of It i, and t through all elements of I(a,b). 
There must be some stage a where one of the following holds 
a 
-either some ha does not exist (i.e. is not total) : then there is no 
natural transformation frrnn A to B. 
. a a+l . -1 a a 
-or for all a finite mens1onal, ha = ha ; then t (hb) = ha for all b 
• Ct 
finite dimensional and all t s I{a,b). In that case (ha) defines a natural 
trasformation from A to 8, since a natural transformationis determined by 
its action on finite dimensional objects. Obviously h~ = h~. 
The sets A = {(a,i,j);ha(i) > j} are clearly given by a positive 
inductive definition, and in particular, when all data are recursive, this 
CK definition will close not later than level w1 • So in that case, it takes at most 
CK 
w1 steps to compute the family (h~). 
~ II. 4 ~ 
IL8. remark 
morphisms from A to B, little is indeed required from A 
(i) the fact that A(a) is li ly ordered is never used 
(ii) the fact that A preserves pull-backs is not really used ; of course 
one must give a sense to DenA (z) when A does not preserve pull-backs. 
,a 
By definition. this is t intersection of all sets rg(Tr(t)), where 
t varies through all morphisms whose target is a. and such that z £ rg(A(t)). 
lemma IV.7. is a typical use s remark. 
I I I F U N C T 0 R I A L B 0 U N D E D N E S S 
The generaL of section is to link the notion of definabiUty 
u:rith the notion of functoria &y, to show that a sufficiently 
definable function from ptykes of type a to ptykes of type T can be replaced 
by a recursive ptyx of type a ~ T· NozJ for obvious reasons, this replacement 
can only be achieved as a boundedness result ". the function F is bounded 
by the ptyx <P , in the sense of boundeclness : for> any argument 
a of type a , F( a) is bounded ~ )" If T = 0, we have a naturaL definition 
fop 11 ~(a) bounds ;;; in gener·al l;Je shaU use the strongest available 
notion of bouncledness P(a) bounded (a) means that there is a morphism 
(an embedding) from to 
The theOJ:'Y of amalaamation section I is enough to obtain 
functorial bouncledness in contexts the argwnents are denumerabLe ; 
the results of sect1:on II ~J.;iz.L enab us to extend these resuLts to 
non dcnumez"ao le 
I I I. L theorem toria1 s , first version) 
!ill TN If /l, c IN~- X IN~'- is a r;. set such that for all ( s, y) e: A, 
whenever a codes a ptyx s a I, t y codes c e: I ' 1. then there y 
is a recursive ptyx ~ type a _,. r such that all ( B , y) e: A, whenever 
.b8 e: I o I, then cy can ~nbedded into ~( ) ' 
PROOf : we can assume that A is non d, then A is the range of a monotoneous 
Souslin scheme, i ,e, there ·is ;:;; monotoneous r'ecursive map 
f(a(n)) = (s(m),r(m)), wiU1 an extension nuous map f(a) = (a, y ), 
u~ --such that A = { F(a); a e: IN· L We sha I I use the notation 
Without loss of generali , we may assume that B~(n) and y~(n) code finite 
dimensional s 
n) of res ve sa and r~ as well as 
embeddi 
(~( ),t) 
kes 
v ' - ( , ( '' I )' ~ ~./.. ··~ (o:.n ,C Ct\.ITi, . 
wen 
proof L 3.) to 
if a'{n) < o: 
Ha'(n)·-~ n 
both 
reduced tr:J the 
If a is p + 0, t 
finite set ( ( 
so t' is 
orderi 
moreover H 
the linear subset 
c y 
be an frorn 
t 
~.· IIL 2 ~-
"' 
,, '5 
ne an 
(n; s a 
(n 
(p)' -(q)) for an 
(n) ,u~(n);(,t~)) and 
s and v;(n) 's. 
set Ia as follows 
integers 
and t = t' u-, J'- ( ) • 
cl\n a m 
an inductive system 
.... \ 'll 
c~ n 1 
must linearize Ia into some 
he way I i~ extended to R in the 
' n+ 1), t') and 
xtend ( ~ { ) • t 
~ Tr t 
t 
li 
j 
11 
to the morphi sms t', t" 
t res 
c· 1 X , •. X ok' then 
izon of t!t" can be 
ive components. 
Tr t ) . If ) is tne· ~ ( n+ 1l 
',d), e"( ,di) = (xi'~d 1 ) 
the sequence 
mean a l cographical 
,~ a is a type T ; 
! (J' ! ~ 
ices 
consider 
(n) ,u-. ( , ) • Then 
a Ill 
s~ there must 
- III. 3 ~ 
Assume nD~'II c I(a,a'), ~.~,a'~ I ol; then there is a function 
h from I I I to -,, l, defi w a a ((~(n),t)) 0' (~(n),vt). The way we linearized 
Ia into Ra is " 
INDT) from (Ia,Ra.( 
i 1 H 
I 
this means that hw is morphism (in the category 
a' a' to {I ., ,.(C. ,v .. )),so we can define 
a · 1 1 J 
t(w) = amalq(I_,. h ._ tt l j \ i L7.(ii) , t functor ~will preserve 
rect 1~mits 
'l'(a) = (Ia,Ra,( 
pull-backs), 
(v~e use the fact that the functor 
already preserves direct limits and 
Final y 'tJE' must check that~ is recursive but remark L7.(iv) 
shows that, for a nlte dimensional, <P(ai is recursive in the parameter a. 
So • is a recursive a~T and we are done. 
111.2. corollary (Kec s 
If A h; a denumerable ptykes type '• then one can find 
a recursive a £ h that any elei11ent of A can oe e!11bedded into a. 
PROOF : ly t IrLL 
IIL3. theorem ( s theorem, second on) 
Let F -recursive function and assume that whenever 
a E crl. then F(a t I ; then there is a recursive lb of type 
a ..... t such for {'I E I (j 1. F(a) is embeddab"!e in ~·(a). 
PROOF : by induction on T is easily reduced to the case t =p + 0. 
There is a 
code sets x6 
y y = F( 
Theorem I I I. 1 . app -~ i 
a ... t that works 
Now assume 
some a, F(a) is not 
that there is some b E l 
to <P( a) at b, 
~ 
subobjects a (of a) 
from F( a) to (a l at 
o I 
b 
on A,= lN IN X IN IN such that. whenever B and Y 
ned, then 
set A~ yields a recursive ptyx ~ of type 
n't work in the uncountable case : for 
le in ~(a). Now, by theorem 11.6 •• this means 
such that there is no weak morphism from F(a) 
m~Sko1em argument, there \1-Ji 11 be denumerable 
b sue t there is no weak morphism 
0 ( s uses remark Il~3e) Contradiction § 
- IIL 4 -
IIL4. remark 
In [3]. there is an application of a more general form of 
theorem III.3 .• The general form has exactly the same proof. 
- IV. 1 -
I V T A ~ T H E 0 R E M S 
======~~~================== 
IV. 1. definition 
Let a be a type of the form t .... 0, and 1 et A be a ptyx of type a. 
(more generally a preptyx) ; for each a£ I rl, we define a tree TA(a) as 
follows: TA(a) = {(z0, ••• ,z 11 );n £ lN & z0,. ••• zn £ A(a) & zn < ••• < zo} 
When t e I(a,b). we define TA(t}, a function from TA(a) to TA(b) by: 
TA(t)(z0 •...• zn) = (A(t)(z0), ...• A(t)(z 11 )) 
In gener'aZ., it is easier to work with the trees TA than with 
A itseLf ; in par•ticuLar>. in many situations, we shaU get bounds (w.·r:t.· 
embeddability) on TA, that ru•e not easily transformabLe into bounds on A; 
The following theorem, a corollo~y to the resuLts of III, shows that this 
is however possible; 
IV.2. theorem 
If cr = -r .... 0, one constructs a recursive ptyx lfi 0 of type a + a 
such that 
if TA can be embedded into the ptyx B of type a , then A can be embedded 
into t 0 (B). 
PROOF : what means "TA can be embedded into B" ? This means that for all 
a £I -r 1. one has a function sa from TA(a) to B(a), which is orderpreserving, 
and that when t e: I(a,b), ebTA(t) = B(t) ea. (A typical example of such an 
embedding is when we linearize TA into a ptyx by means of the Kleene-Brouwer 
ordering) . 
By the Lowenheim-Skolem argument used in III.3., it is sufficient 
to construct a iJJ 0 that will work for coumtable A and B. Let R be the relation 
defined between e 1 ements of lN IN : 
( s, y ) £ R iff s codes a preptyx B, Y codes a preptyx A, and 
T11 can be embedded into B. (A ,B of type a ) ,, 
(] 
our <t> 
Then R is such that theorem III.l. can be applied. and this yields 
(More precisely, in order to apply the functorial boundedness theorem 
we must check that R is r~ (obvious), and that whenever TA can be embedded 
into a ptyx B. then A is a ptyx : but the embeddability of TA(a) into B(a) 
implies that TA(a) is 1-founded, which in turn implies that A(a) is a 
well order.) 
IV.3. remark 
The TA-technology is extremely efficient. For instance it is 
easy to prove the functorial boundedness theorem from theorem IV.2. : we 
sketch the argument, assuming that ' is p _,. 0. 
(i) Construct a aXp-theory T (analogue of a a -theory ( [l],chapter X) obtained 
by replacing ON the category aXp), containing among its symbols letters 
~' ~· L• and e ; the axioms for T[a~d] express that : 
- e is an embeddi from b6 into a 
(iii then by a completeness argument, one obtains a functorial recursive 
crXo-proof n : n(a®d) proves that c (d) is a we11order. Now observe that 
y 
(up to inessential details~, rr(a~d) must contain a copy of Tc (d) for any 
y 
a such that b8 can be embedded into a. 
(iii) let n' be any recursive ptyx linearizing n (for instance by some functorial 
Kleene-Brou~ver order ng of the branches) ; then 1!; o <Pp..O answers the problem.· 
The reader can also prove the amalgamation result of 1.3., 
considering a T-theory in which we can prove that 11 B(a) has no s.d.s.", 
functoria11y in a ... 
However, the effect of this remark is limited, since we don't 
know any direct proof of the TA-theorem IV.2. (except for dilators, see IV.6. ). 
IV.4. theorem 
Let A c: IN IN be a r ~ set of (codes for) .ptykes of type a • Then 
we can form a recursive ptyx of type k-2 _,. a , say 'I' such that : 
every ptyx (encoded by a point) of A can be embedded into some 
'!'(d), for some denumerable d e:l k-2~ 
PROOF : in the theorem k-2 the values -1,0~1,... the types denoted 
~ IV. 3 -
by these integers are (),0, 0,,,, in general n+l = n .... o. The result for 
k = 1 is just Kec is 
We shall also assume t 
By 
us·ing 1 ' ~ rr" -comp 1 e,,eness 
"' 
F with the property 
where cF(a) is the 
n's III.2., hence we shall assume that k > 2. 
a is :•0. 
0! € A, a codes a ptyx a of type cr. Also. 
a 
type k-1, there is a recursive function 
(a.) e: 1 I 
k-1 encoded by F(a). 
. IN . . I I a( ) For a r:: IN , b e: 1 , 1 d e:: k-2 , form a tree T d,b : 
(d,b) -· {(x0 ,y0, ... ,x11 , ); < ••• < x0 in a0 (b) & y 11 < ••• < Yo in CF(a)(d)} 
Now it is immediate that Ta(d,b) is always well-founded. We can 
linearize the functorial trees Ta into ptykes Da of type k-2 • a . Now 
III.2., there is a recursive 0 of the same type such that all o~~s 
can be embedded into D. 
Now, consi ~ z then cF( 1 t lk-11. so there is a denumerable (J,j 
de: !k-21 and as, ,s. in (a) (d). Then observe that we can embed 
t functorial tree T into Ta(d •. ) as follows : define a(b) by 
By composition embeddi , we can embed Ta into Da(d), and into D(d). 
a 
But then a 
a 
can be embedded into e0 (D{d)). Hence the theorem is proved 
with ~ = ~a 0 D ~ 
IV.5. remarks 
(i)Fori ance, ~f A is a E~ set of dilators, there is a recursive 
dilator of two variables D such hat any element of A con be embedded into 
some D(.,y). This is clearly a pening of a result stated in [2] saying 
that in such a situation, one can find a nondenumerable Din which all the 
elements of the set are embeddable, 
(ii) n in the case of dilators, if A is I~ , then one can 
nd a recursive later D that any element of A can be embedded into 
some predecessor D starti with D as in (i), it can be assumed that 
D is a bilator. then 1ation (ii) works with UN(D). 
- IV.4 -
(iii) if A is E~_ 1 , then d can be found uniformly recursively 
in a, This is left to reader. 
IV.6. theorem 
In the case lators, we can give an explicit value for ~0 : 
d ,B 0 ((w+l).Id + w) J - -
PROOF: i) assume that Ta is embeddable into B, and let A* be the quasi-dendroid 
I' 
associated with A ( [l ]. chapter 8). A*(a) is the set of extremal nodes of 
a functorial tree. equipped Kleene-Brouwer ordering. Let us recall 
that the sequences in (a) 
"mutilation" functions (t) are defined by 
For techni reasons, we introduce A** : A**(a) is 
the set of all sequences ( ..• ,x21 ) which have some extension in A*(a). 
The ordering of A**(a) is a t uneven : (x0 •.••• x21 J ~ (y0$ ••• ,y2j) iff 
. > . -1 _ J~ x0 - y0 •...• 
IV. 7. 1 emma 
If TA is 
C = B o ((w+l)Id + 
e into B, then A** is embeddable into 
PROOF : let U =TAo ((w+l Id + wi; for a EOn, let ha be the smallest weak . 
morphism from U to C at st a. (Here observe that the results of II on 
weak morphi sms 11 sti 11 1d, as long as we keep the linearity of the 
targets. here C(a)), If s = (x0, ...• x2;) e: A**(a). extends into some 
s' = (x0 , .• .,x2n) e: A*(a), define t = (y0 , .•. ,y2nl by 
Yo= xO,y2 = x2, ... ,y2n = x2n; Y1 = (w+l)xl +w, ... , Y2i-1 = (w+l)x2i-1+ w; 
the values y2i+l'y2i+3 •... ,y2n-l are chosen in such a way that : 
+the sequences x1,x3, ••.• x2n-l and y1,y3, ••• ,y2n-l .have the same order type 
+ Y2;+1, .•. ,y2n-l are of one of the following forms .. 
(w +1)xZj+l + p (j < i; p e: lN) 
- ( (!) +l)a + P p E: lN) 
We define a ion ka (a) to C(a), by ka(s) = ha((t)). (Here we 
have identified t th a int in A((w+l)a + w), so (t) denotes a point 
in U(a)) 
~ IV.S -
F·irst observe that Denu . (t) = Den .a(s) • (A** may not commute to pull-backs 
·;.a , 
but OenA**,a(s) is we by IL8., and is the set {X1,x3 .... ,x21 _1} .) 
Assume that s < s1 in choose s;.t1 corresponding to s1• and so we 
observe that t < t 1 (proof : if s extends s1• 
and s1 = (x0 •... , ), then t coefficients of order 2j+l oft and t 1 are 
respectively (w+l) ~w (w+l)u + p, with u > x2j+l' sot < t 1; if 
they differ at index • t the same will be true fort and t 1, and we 
s n have t < t 1' ~) 
Oenu _((t 1,t)) = 
this it follows that (t 1,t) E U(a); furthermore 
,o. 
a use DenA** (s 1) 
. • a 
DenA**,a(s)). Now, since 
ha is the smallest ism at stage a, it follows that 
ha((t 1.t) * u) = ha((t) u . (proof : the non-trivial property is that 
((t 1.tl * u) ~ ha (t) * u) : change ha into h~ by replacing the values 
on (t) * u : h~((t) * u) "'t-;a((t,.t) * u). This is possible because 
Denu.a((t) * u) = Denu.a((t 1.t) * u). Then use the minimality of ha. I) 
From this ha({t 1)) > ((t))~ 
Then s a ism from A** to C at stage a. By the 
remark II.8.) A** can be embedded into C. a 
ii) We have got an T into C. Then we sha11 embed A into 
(l+Id)c, by defining T'(a)(\x0, ...• x2n)) = 
(2+a) T(a) ( (xo)). (2+x1 )+ ••••• +(2+a} T(a) ( ~xo• '· • .x2n-2)). (2+xn-l }+(2+a) T(a) (xQ.' • • • ,x2n). 
First observe that the expression makes sense : 
because (x0, ... ,x2n) < (x0, 0 .. ·,x211 _2) < ••• < (x0) in A**( a). 
Next, observe that T'(a) ·Js strictly increasing: if (x0, .•• ,x2n) < (y0,..qy2m) 
and the coefficients rst di at index 
+ 2i+l : then the zon of the Cantor Normal forms is immediate 
+ 2i here we need T(a)((x0 ... .,x2i)) < T(a)((y0 ••••• y2;)) 
but (x0 •.•. ,x2i) < (y0, ... s 21 ) for the order A**( a). 
Finally it s clear that T'(.) enjoys the ad hoc commutative 
diagrams, soT' ~ I(A){ dlcl. This concludes the proof. § 
~ IV.6 -
IV.8. remark 
The situation of theorem IV.6. shows a great difference between 
they are obtained by abstract considerations. For dilators we have 
insight to di1ators, We a reasonable understanding of dilators. but 
we must admit that general ptykes are just convenient abstractions. In particular 
the development a ca1 structure of ptykes would be a great progress; 
a possibility is t the of ptyx is too general. and that additional 
preservation properties must be found. 
Among t questions connected with ptykes, let us mention 
the following of type a • a together with a morphism 
T c I(ID0 .F0 ) such 
given a,b,c e: I o!. t c: I(a,b), u c I(c,F0 (b)), with c finite dimensional, 
. f . ..l I F'0 ( ' \ ' t h t tnenonecan Hl.,.ve: 1c,· al1,sucn~a 
(i) F(t)v < u 
( i i ) if d. w c I ( d, c) are 
The formulation may seem rather obscure, but the property is 
very natural : for in ance" if A is a functor from a to t preserving 
direct limits, then A o F0 is a ptyx of'type o•t (Only part (ii) of the 
property is used to obt n preservation of pull-backs). In the case a= 0, 
one knows a solution. y F0 = ~(l+Id). 
If a' = F0 (a), if t' = T(a) (sot' e: I(a,a' ), then given any 
finite dimensional b,b' ~::I a I, v e: I(b,a), v' e: I(b,b'), then it is possible 
to find u 1 £ I ( b 1 , a' ) such that u' v' = t' v. This weaker property is an 
easy consequence of (ii)o ing amalgamation it is easy to construct a' 
enjoying this weaker version. it is not known how to make a' a functor 
of a enjoying requirements (i),(ii). 
·~ V.1 -
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=========~===================================================c======= 
a question for which we give here a 
solution. The sol ion uses a e-tree method, analogous to the one 
is a variant of the mollification used for theorem IV.4., 
method used in theory continuous functionals. 
V. 1. theorem 
There is a recursive later D such that the set 
{ D'(w,};D' is e in D J 
! 
is not denumerable. 
PROOF : let LORD the set a 11 1 i near orderings of lN, For ae: LORD, x t: On 
, ••. ,k 1J is a ct n-
order-preserving 
( x0, k0, •.•• x11 _ 1• kn-l), where 
ing sequence in a and ,(;) =xi is an 
, . , .• n = 1 } to x. 
For obvious re2r,;;ons, Tc1(x) is always well-founded ; by Kleene-Brouwer 
linearization, can transfo into a dilator 0°. and by III.2. there 
is a recursive D such t all D~'s are embeddable into D. 
V. 2, 1 emma 
If a is a we 11 
PROOF : consider the well tree 
S = Hx0,k0, ... ,xn-l'kn_ 1J; "~"' _1 < ul 1 and (k0, ••• ,kn_ 1; is a strictly 
descending sequence '1n a}. Let a= (x0 ,k0 •.• .,xn_ 1,k 11 _1) e: S, and let 
S = h;cr* -r e:S}. 
0 
The induction is easy 
ion on z = II kn_ 1 11 a we show that liSe)! < w~+l 
'left to the reader. We get liS il ~ w1ilall+l, and 
from this the lemma follows. ~ 
V. 3. lemma 
Let a be a WE~ 1 
Then 0 o.( w. ) + l > ,}1'. I -
PROOF : say that a 
extension to an embeddi 
and assume that llall is a limit ordinal w.z. 
... ,x 1) is a-consistent when it has an n-
a to w 1 • ~Je 1 et 
) Ta ( , (' 
-1 E I W,); x0,.,,,}(_ 1 iS C011$lStent} I 11-
Now. 1et a = assume that .Ilk 111 = w.z for n- a a 
some z < L By 
a -
ion z , we 11 prove that II T~ll + 1 ~ w~ 
(The "+1" only matters z = 0 !). If z = 0, then T' is empty, so 
a a 
assume that z > 0, and let u < z . Let t be the 
a a 
smallest number > n such t i < t 
()( 
an i < t. Since llall is a limit 
ordinal, there will be such a number t. Let xn•···•xt-l be any a-consistent 
continuation 
sequence in a t 
the sequence th a 
such continuation ' , t 
subtn;::e T' 
'(xo• , • .,, P 
Since u < 
s ends 
-l let k •...• k .• 1 continue the descending w t-
Ilk. ,II > w.u . Now, there are w1 ways to continue t'-1 
\ 
.. , '
was 
kt such that llktll = w.u. For each 
r; has ordertype ~ w~ (-1), hence the 
u+ 1 11 have ordertype ~ w1 . 
trary. the full tree T' must have an ordertype 
cr 
t lemma. fij 
two lemmas s for any countable x. there is a dilator 
Da such that Da(w 1 ) E [ UJ and the theorem is proved. 
' 
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